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SaaS is a complex business system that automates the entire lending 
process from attracting leads and preparing an application to issuing and 
maintaining a loan. The complex includes workstations for specialists of all 
levels for consistent consideration of the application and decision-making, 
such as operational services - underwriting of applications, collection 
support and centralized administration of the system.

The integrated scoring system allows you to automatically screen out 
unreliable borrowers using flexible settings for scoring rules based on 
information from multiple credit bureaus. There are also opportunities for 
maintaining and collecting bad debts. Through integration with various 
analytical and other systems, full automation of the entire business can

be ensured.

When developing, we proceeded from the fact that our service should offer 
the most relevant features. Therefore, using SaaS, you can easily organize 
and automate the issuance of loans online.

Placing the service "in the cloud" makes it easy to implement it for any 
financial organization without extra costs for hardware and software, while 
ensuring its round-the-clock availability from anywhere in the world. An 
important point is that our company takes care of all the maintenance of 
the system. The service has a modular architecture, so each client gets the 
opportunity to choose the necessary functionality of the solution.

Today, SaaS is an existing business ready-made service that is already 
being successfully used by financial institutions from different regions.
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Glossary
Client users - refers to individuals who end up using the solution to enter 
into a loan agreement for some desired item. For this category of 
customers, the following functionality is provided: viewing your credit history 
and the status of current loans, performing cash transactions in relation to 
loans or initiating a new loan agreement for a specific product.

Shop users - refers to individuals/legal entities or shops (companies) that 
end up using the solution to provide some list of goods that will be expected 
to be taken on credit. For this category of customers, the following 
functionality is provided: viewing the current showcase of goods provided 
by the store, tracking loan agreements for the goods of the store, analyzing 
data on loan agreements and participants in these agreements.

Creditor users - refers to individuals/legal persons or companies that 
ultimately use the solution to provide the service of drawing up a loan 
agreement, borrowing funds for the customer to take goods from the store 
and following up this loan agreement to a satisfactory end for all parties. 
For this category of clients, the following functionality is provided: viewing 
the history of loans, the status of in-line loans, and viewing potential and in-
line clients of loan agreements.

Machine learning (ML) - Machine learning is a method of data analysis that 
automates analytical model building. It is a branch of artificial intelligence 
based on the idea that systems can learn from data, identify patterns and 
make decisions with minimal human intervention.

Scoring system - a system for assessing customers who want to take out a 
loan for a certain product, based on a set of customer data (age, credit 
history, etc.). This system is based on machine learning, and is trained on a 
client base built on past loan agreements. For each store, an individual 
system is built, which will not only meet the preferences of the store in some 
special features, or in the lists of data that will participate in the evaluation 
system, but also be adjusted in accordance with the customer experience 
of this store.

Scoring ml models - some mathematical model built by the machine 
learning method, which, based on the input data, yields the values of the 
suitability criterion for this borrower. Based on this value, the user's 
trustworthiness category is determined.
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Key solution deliverables
The platform codebase consists of four separate domains that interact via 
an API. All of them build one application, and are essential elements for the 
normal functioning of this application.

Bankid
python

3.9+

A service that is responsible for the electronic remote

identification of individuals. To do this, use Bankid from

the NBU. Identification procedure is carried out by

transactions of personal data of such person from the

subscriber of the identifier (bank in which the user's 

account is opened) to the subscriber of the service

provider who provides services Additional users

(personal data owner) can transfer such data from the

subscriber services. So, nothing but you can initiate this

process. The information is transmitted in encrypted

form in accordance with the requirements of the

legislation of Ukraine.

CES
python

3.9+

Service for electronic subscription of a document. 
Instead of a physical subscription, you can use a 
computer through available providers. An electronic 
signature allows you to confirm the legal validity of 
some electronic document, without the presence of a 
physical copy of these documents.

Technological electronic signatures are based on 
cryptographic methods. The use of cryptographic 
transformation provides maximum protection against 
forgery of documents, since only the owner of a special 
signature key certificate can authentically sign an 
electronic document.

Also, this service provides storage of documents in 
encrypted form.
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SMS python

3.9+

A service that provides the functionality of sending SMS 
messages. This service is used to automate the process 
of verification and delivery of notifications using an SMS 
service provided by your favorite cell phone.

All sent SMS messages are stored in a special message 
history. The message history is connected to the main 
database of the product, where it can be further used 
to identify numbers, collect statistics, etc.

Scoring python

3.9+

Service for providing an assessment of customers who 
want to take a loan. This service, based on machine 
learning models, categorizes customers based on data 
about them. Based on the received category for a 
current client, its reliability is determined and a decision 
is made to accept or refuse a loan agreement for

this client.

For each customer-shop there is a list of personal 
evaluation models. There is also a blacklist, a list of 
filters (a unique set of rules for selecting clients for 
some factors). Each customer shop can customize any 
of these aspects to their liking.

Each request and subsequent user rating is logged.
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Functional structure
The interaction of the solution's basic modules and subsystems is built on 
the private API integration. Data exchange can be implemented either over 
HTTP within a secure network or via HTTPS.

SMS Description

SaaS Web applicatin core (API, django admin ,user cabinet).

Scoring Scoring system (core, API,  django admin, user cabinet).

Web application 
(role client)

The web application is intended for those who 
ultimately want to take advantage of the opportunity to 
take out a loan for a product. Among the possibilities 
are filling out a form for taking a loan, viewing the 
history of loans and the status of current loans.
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Web application 
(role shop)

The web application is intended for those who represent 
a store, for the purchase of which there is the possibility 
of taking them on credit. Among the possibilities is 
monitoring of goods and credits for them.

Web application 
(role creditor)

The web application is intended for those who provide 
the service of lending to store goods. Among the 
possibilities are monitoring loans by customers and the 
history of loan agreements.

Repository structure
Backend Repository
Frontend Repository

Default environment
The basic scheme looks as follows. It is adaptable for particular projects 
objectives and requirements.
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Database
The database structure, as well as general descriptions of tables, fields, 
keys, indices within the platform or its modules are provided separately 
after signing the corresponding NDA or within the contractual framework 
with the particular Client. 

Technology stack

Operation system Debian 10

Web-server Nginx

Cloud digitalocean

On premises Droplets

DBMS PostgresSQL 14

Virtualization docker-compose

Programming language
Backend: Python 3.9+ Frontend: 
Javascript / Typescript

Telemetry storage Sentry

Used framework Django / React

Hardwate health info -

Caching Redis

CI/CD GitHub Actions

Dependency control pip

Knowledge Database Postman, Jira

Server QUEUE Celery
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Connection Protection

HTTPS, SSL, HTTP2

Cross Site Request Forgery

IP filtering

XSS / SQL injection protection

SHA256 API Signature

Connection Protection

DB Data encryption on the Rest
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Architecture overview

Code basics
Programming languages - 
python (3.9+), javascript, 
typescript
Framework - Django / React
Main database - postgresql 14
Caching Systems - redis
Advanced Message Queuing 
Protocol - Celery
Version control system - git
Virtualization - docker
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Base patterns
Adapter – for connectivity and data standardization

(any API Integrations)
Migrations – for insert changes of DB
DependencyInjection – for construction of objects

Code style
Extended Coding Style Guide – PEP 9
Black
Pylint
Pylint-django

3rd party libraries
aiohttp==3.8.0
aiosignal==1.2.0
amqp==5.0.7
asgiref==3.4.1
astroid==2.8.5
async-timeout==4.0.0
asynctest==0.13.0
attrs==21.2.0
billiard==3.6.4.0
black==21.10b0
cached-property==1.5.2
celery==5.2.1
certifi==2021.10.8
charset-normalizer==2.0.7
click==8.0.3

API documentation
Postman is used to provide API documentation.
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click-didyoumean==0.3.0

click-plugins==1.1.1

click-repl==0.2.0

cobble==0.1.3

colorama==0.4.4

coreapi==2.3.3

coreschema==0.0.4

Deprecated==1.2.13

Django==3.2.8

django-better-admin-arrayfield==1.4.2

django-cors-headers==3.10.0

django-discover-runner==1.0

django-extensions==3.1.3

django-filter==21.1

django-hosts==4.0

django-modeltranslation==0.17.3

django-rest-durin==0.3.0

django-role-permissions==3.1.1

django-seed==0.3.1

django-user-language-middleware==0.0.3

djangorestframework==3.12.4

docx==0.2.4

drf-access-policy==1.1.0

drf-nested-routers==0.93.4

drf-yasg==1.20.0

Faker==9.8.0

frozenlist==1.2.0

gunicorn==20.1.0

humanize==3.12.0

idna==3.3

importlib-metadata==4.8.1

inflection==0.5.1

iso8601==1.0.2

isort==5.10.1
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itypes==1.2.0

Jinja2==3.0.2

kombu==5.2.2

lazy-object-proxy==1.6.0

lxml==4.7.1

mammoth==1.4.18

MarkupSafe==2.0.1

mccabe==0.6.1

multidict==5.2.0

mypy-extensions==0.4.3

numpy==1.21.5

packaging==21.0

pandas==1.3.5

pathspec==0.9.0

Pillow==8.4.0

platformdirs==2.4.0

prompt-toolkit==3.0.24

psycopg2-binary==2.9.2

pylint==2.11.1

pylint-django==2.4.4

pylint-plugin-utils==0.6

pyparsing==3.0.3

python-dateutil==2.8.2

python-docx==0.8.11

python-dotenv==0.19.2

pytz==2021.3

pyxirr==0.7.1

PyYAML==6.0

redis==4.0.2

regex==2021.11.2

requests==2.26.0

ruamel.yaml==0.17.16

ruamel.yaml.clib==0.2.6

six==1.16.0
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sqlparse==0.4.2

text-unidecode==1.3

toml==0.10.2

tomli==1.2.2

toposort==1.7

tqdm==4.62.3

typed-ast==1.4.3

typing-extensions==3.10.0.2

ubkisaas==1.1

uritemplate==4.1.1

urllib3==1.26.7

vine==5.0.0

wcwidth==0.2.5

wrapt==1.13.3

yarl==1.7.2

zipp==3.6.0

Required software list
Python

Redis

PostgreSQL

Nginx

Docker

Git

Celery

Integrations / accounts
Sending email

Sending sms

Signing documents

Verifying person
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Approach
The solution implements complex and reliable protection of the information 
being processed. Continuous technical support team is optimizing and 
improving security methods and tools both concerning internal modules 
and integrated external systems. All the information is stored on dedicated 
hosting servers chosen by a particular solution owner, with one’s full control 
by the IT department and\or or business administrators. Access is limited to 
a white list of IPs that includes SaaS private cloud only.

SaaS approach to security and safety is based on ISO 27001 elements 
(certification is in progress). Platform development is being guided by 
referring to the standards and principles as to the requirements for 
information security management systems:

Industry-standard security and safety practices are used to protect the 
information against all major threats and vulnerabilities:

All components use protected data exchange channels (using TLS 
certificates). To access and authorize transactions, 2FA via using SMS can 
be used. For additional system reliability, Prometheus monitoring system is 
used, allowing for system monitoring in automatic or manual mode.

Major security threats identification
Secure of access to stored data
Ensuring effective system management upon critical situations
Maintaining security policy implementation
Ensuring information accessibility, integrity and privacy
System recovery in case of severe damages and failures

SQL Injections
XSS (Cross-site scripting)
Insecure direct object references
Cross-site request forgery (CSRF/XSRF)
Using components with known vulnerabilities
Unvalidated redirects and forwards
Fault tolerance
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Using and managing the access rights
Every SaaS project encompasses a set of roles for the people who will 
ultimately use the solution, e.g. system operators and business users, if the 
latter exist within the particular ecosystem). To every role, different limited 
permissions to see and use the system functionality and operations may

be applied.

Depending on envisioned roles in system processes, the Admin console 
operator roles may presume differently limited access to work with system 
functions and to perform operations in the Admin console.

Roles and permission sets are to be managed by the authorized Admin 
console operators. An operator with the Superadmin role usually has access 
to all Admin console modules.

As mentioned, different roles may be assigned to business users, e.g. 
creditor(lender), team lead, collection operator, shop, admin, client.

Fault tolerance
Availability

A high-availability cluster hosting the solution provides fault tolerance due 
to hardware redundancy and system restoring processes run in cases of 
severe hardware or software failures.

For additional system stability, using a secondary DR (disaster recovery) 
site is recommended. This option can be discussed with your dedicated 
manager.

Load balancing

To keep the system always ready for peak loads it is recommended to keep 
free resources. Upon reaching 50% of average load, cloud orchestration 
adds load-sharing instances. Upon reaching as little as 20% of the average 
load, the system will scale down to maintain cost-effectiveness (see the 
picture below).

Automatic balancing rules should be considered and agreed individually for 
every project.
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Approach to software development
The solution is developed upon the recommendations of Agile manifesto 
and relevant industry standards. Every project is assigned to a dedicated 
team addressing change requests and customization requirements 
gathered into Business requirements documents (BRD).

Full-functional teams consist of: PO, TL, Backend and frontend developers, 
QA and Environment engineers. The development is split into bi-weekly 
iterations.

Codebase is stored in Git repositories, managed with Git flow. The code is 
delivered with CI/CD approaches and verified with automatic and manual 
tests.

Code audit
In 2019, two independent code audits were performed as per requests of our 
Clients, with subsequent solving of all critical issues. Performing well for 
commercial use, the system still has a backlog of improvements and is 
being continuously optimized and tested to address audit results and 
market requirements.
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Q: Are there specific IT security requirements?

A: The buyer independently provides any available security level of its DMZ, 
we in turn ensure the correct system operation in protected circuit and data 
integrity protection.

Typically, the security policy is implemented by standard instruments of OS 
Linux services + creating VPN connections for service works of external 
organizations, or configuring access via specially allocated "white" IP.

Q: What is the common list of actions to ensure the security and protection 
of financial system installations against any unauthorized access and 
manipulations?

A: In the system there is a strict access restriction into all nodes without 
exception.. Password SSH access is prohibited, using keys instead. A white 
list of allowed IP is created for the production environment. In the case of 
dynamic client IP addresses, a separate VPN network is created for access. 
Also a white list is created for work with the database server at the 
database connection level.

Q: How and where are user data stored (password, phone number, 
account)? How is the data encryption implemented?

A: Phone numbers and email addresses of registered users are stored in the 
database in an open format. Login to the system is performed using a 
phone number with confirmation via OTP in SMS. Passwords are never stored 
in the database or application, hashes are used to verify them.

Q: Is the PIN code stored on the mobile device if the user has set a PIN code 
to enter the application?

A: Only the PIN code hash is stored on the mobile device in a secure storage.

Q: Is the user ID dynamic or static?

A: System has static UID to identify account holders. These numbers are 
unique but never used outside of the database. To identify users at APIs 
calls, session or tokens are used.

Q: What happens to a session after successful authorization ?

A: The request with the session is sent to the server, by the session the search of 
the user in the database is performed. After user data receiving a new session 
is created which is transferred to the application to authorize a new request.
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Q: In what way are requests signed, are the keys or certificates used?

A: Custom signing algorithm is used including: checksums, hashing, adding 
salt and API keys.

Q: What is the frequency of installing patches on the system or separate 
modules under GPL edition?

A: In accordance with the release of security vulnerabilities. If a vulnerability 
is discovered it must be eliminated.


